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THE VOICE OF BATES COLLEGE SINCE 1873 
Schaeffer Theater celebrates 
50th with “The Learned Ladies” 
ELEANOR ANACLERIO/THE BATES STUDENT 
CHCand 
WRBC plan 
Lupeand 
Cold War Kids 
concerts 
PALO PEIRCE 
& MICHAELA BRADY 
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR 
& STAFF WRITER 
The two principal music clubs on 
campus have submitted offers for two 
big shows for Short Term. The Chase 
Hall Committee (CHC) hopes to bring 
Lupe Fiasco and WRBC hopes to bring 
The Cold War Kids. 
Neither CHC nor WRBC has 
signed official contracts with either act. 
However, both Lupe Fiasco and the 
Cold War Kids have accepted the re¬ 
spective clubs’ offers, according to an 
e-mail to The Student from by Assistant 
Dean of Students Keith Tannenbaum. 
Chicago-based Lupe Fiasco is a 
Grammy-winning artist who performed 
at Tuffs University in 2007 and at the 
University of Connecticut in 2008. 
Fiasco, 29, released his newest album, 
“Lasers,” on March 8th under the At¬ 
lantic Records label, to mixed reviews. 
“Lasers” was awarded 3.5 stars out of 
a possible five stars, according to Jon 
Dolan of Rolling Stone. However, his 
previous album, “The Cool,” was criti¬ 
cally acclaimed and debuted as the No. 
1 album in 2007, a standing which it 
maintained for nine weeks, according to 
Nielsen Sound Scan. 
CHC planned to host a concert in 
February, but the club decided to push 
it off until the third week of Short Term, 
according to CHC Dance Chair Ryan 
Sonberg T3. “Having heard a bunch of 
the songs off of this new album, we ad¬ 
vocated for Lupe as soon as we started 
talking about a big concert for the year,” 
Sonberg said. “So far the concert seems 
highly anticipated across campus,” he 
said. 
Emma Timber T4 is excited for the 
concert, but would have preferred an¬ 
other artist. “Yeah, well I don’t mind 
this [Lupe Fiasco]. If we were going 
for someone big I would’ve rather had 
Mumford & Sons,” she said. However, 
other students including Michael Ci- 
ummei T2 , who prefers country mu¬ 
sic, are excited to see the show. “I don’t 
know him that well, but it’s gonna’ be 
awesome,” Ciummei said. 
It is unknown what the total cost of 
the Lupe concert will be or what ticket 
costs will be. “With the current budget 
for CHC, it is likely that the prices for 
any shows this year will be a bit high¬ 
er but will still not be high enough to 
cover all associated costs, and they won’t 
be nearly as high as what many concerts 
cost at other venues around the area,” 
Tannenbaum wrote. Tickets for the 
Snoop Dog concert were $22.50 for stu¬ 
dents and $35 non-students. The con¬ 
cert will potentially be held in the Gray 
Cage and an estimated 2100 tickets will 
be available, Tannenbaum wrote. 
Although Tannebaum stated that 
the show has not been officially an¬ 
nounced, a Facebook group titled 
“Lupe Fiasco Concert” was created by a 
member of CHC. “Lupe Fiasco will be 
coming to Bates College on May 11 th,” 
according to the Web site, which lists 
1,067 people as attending at time of 
publication. 
CHC sent bids to other artists in¬ 
cluding B.O.B and Wiz Khalifa who de¬ 
nied their offers citing scheduling con¬ 
flicts, according to a CHC member who 
spoke to The Student under the condi¬ 
tion of anonymity. Wiz Khalifia will be 
headlining Colby College’s spring con¬ 
cert, according to Tannenbaum. 
Long Beach, California-based, in¬ 
die rock band The Cold War Kids are 
signed to Downtown Records and have 
performed at various venues across the 
world. Their song “Hang Me Up to 
Dry” reached XYZZ on iTunes. Mol¬ 
ly Warren ’ll, Concert Director for 
WRBC, stated that the official contract 
has not been signed and therefore de¬ 
clined to comment about the concert. 
“I am really excited for the Cold 
War Kids to come to Bates. I know 
some of their songs, so it will be cool to 
see them in concert,” said Emma Per- 
kinson T4. 
WRBC funded the concert with 
help from a $30,000 Co-sponsorship 
fund that was approved by the Repre¬ 
sentative Assembly (RA). Contingent 
on weather, tickets for the concert, 
which is tentatively scheduled for April 
29th, will be $10 dollars for students 
and $20 for non-students. “WRBC is 
extremely excited about the possibility 
of bringing such a talented group such 
as The Cold War Kids to Bates,” accord¬ 
ing to WRBC General Manager Eliza¬ 
beth Rowley ’ll. “We look forward to 
finalizing our plans,” she said. 
Originally, WRBC had planned to 
bring indie rock band Local Natives, 
however their request was denied by 
the Bates College Budget Committee. 
“WRBC had another act lined up, but 
due to funding issues this show didn’t 
work out,” Tannenbaum wrote in an 
e-mail. “WRBC is equally excited of 
the prospect of bringing The Cold War 
Kids,” Rowley said. The Local Natives 
will be playing at Bowdoin College at 
their 2011 Ivies Concert, which is ten¬ 
tatively scheduled for Saturday, April 
30th, according to the Bowdoin Orient. 
Tannenbaum hopes that contracts 
for both artists will be signed and final¬ 
ized this week. “We are in the process 
now of getting this [the contracts] done, 
and the hope is that this will be done by 
the end of this week,” he wrote. 
Santorum 
provokes 
reaction 
SARAH MANEVAL 
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR 
Throughout his career, former Sen¬ 
ator Santorum has been a controversial 
and polarizing politician. In 1990, he 
was elected to the House of Representa¬ 
tives from Pennsylvania’s 18th District, 
located in the suburbs outside Pitts¬ 
burg. Just four year later, he was elected 
to the U.S. Senate, where he continued 
to serve for 12 years. In 2006, he lost 
his seat to current Pennsylvania Senator 
Bob Casey. While there has been some 
talk in the media about Santorum run¬ 
ning for the Republican presidential 
nomination in 2012, he is trailing in 
the polls behind every major potential 
candidate in his party. Many pundits 
believe that his lack of name recogni¬ 
tion coupled with his lopsided loss for 
re-election to the Senate renders a presi¬ 
dential run all but impossible. 
Santorum spoke at the Muskie Ar¬ 
chives this evening, at an event spon¬ 
sored by the Bates College Republicans 
See SANTORUM, PAGE 4 
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Part of the new construction and the frosted-glass image of the 1902 dome seen 
from Campus Avenue. 
St. Mary’s Regional Medical 
Center expands surgical suite 
PALO PEIRCE 
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR 
Students who drive past John Ber¬ 
tram Hall towards CVS and Rite Aid 
will no longer pass an unremarkable 
brick building. Instead, they will see a 
two-story glass tower with a reflection 
of a Victorian dome frosted on the 
panes. The tower is part of St. Mary’s 
Regional Medical Center’s latest reno¬ 
vation project, which Lewiston-based 
Herbert Construction finished earl y 
last month. 
St. Mary’s is a 223-bed acute care 
facility incorporated in 1888 as the 
Golder House, and then colloquially 
known as the “Catholic Hospital,” serv¬ 
ing the needs of the workers employed 
in the then flourishing textile and shoe 
industry. St. Mary’s employs over 2,000 
people on their campus as a regional 
medical center offering dedicated trau¬ 
ma care to people in the greater Lewis¬ 
ton-Auburn area. 
The project renovated and con¬ 
structed a total of 41,136 square feet 
of new and existing space, according 
to Chief Information Officer and Vice 
President of Strategic Growth Rene Du¬ 
mont. Primarily, the construction is 
added new medical suites including six 
new operating rooms, rwo minor pro¬ 
cedure rooms and a new laboratory for 
blood tests, said Dumont. 
Besides the new space visible from 
Campus Avenue, the surgical support 
space is now located below the operat¬ 
ing rooms and includes a central sterile 
station. The old facility, which was con¬ 
structed in 1990, was not built to cur¬ 
rent standards since there was a lack of 
privacy and the heating, ventilation, air- 
conditioning (HVAC) was not adequate 
to keep humidity levels down, accord¬ 
ing to Dumont. 
Part of the project also included a 
total renovation of the hospital’s anti¬ 
quated lab and pharmacy which were 
last renovated in the late 1960s. The 
new lab space can now handle 500,000 
“bill-able” tests and can be further ex¬ 
panded if needed, said Dumont. 
While St. Mary’s lab and pharmacy 
have historically surpassed all annual ac¬ 
creditations and licensing requirements, 
many state officials criticized at the lack 
of physical space, according to Dumont. 
“The officials said that although the lab 
met all qualities, they were concerned 
that in the future, they might have to 
‘cite deficient space,”’ he said. 
This recent construction caps a 
renovation program that began with 
last year’s revamp of the emergency de¬ 
partment. “We really wanted to accom¬ 
modate the greater number of patients 
faster and more effectively,” according 
to Dumont. The ER was expanded by 
10,445 square feet while 9,000 square 
feet of the existing ER space was reno¬ 
vated, he said.According to Dumont, 
the surgical suite project cost 25 million 
dollars while the renovation of the ER 
cost eight million dollars. 
Visitors to the hospital will be 
greeted by the new main entrance with 
a reflected image of a 1902 dome which 
was constructed on the original build¬ 
ing. “The image on the glass tower re¬ 
flects our dedication to the modern 
development in healthcare as well as 
retaining our local roots,” Dumont said. 
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Students must take a stand 
against discrimination 
CHARLOTTE FRIEDMAN, 
EMMA POSNER AND ROSIE WINSLOW 
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS 
Last Monday, March 7th, at Bow- 
doin College, “F*g N***er” was 
scrawled on a whiteboard outside of a 
student dorm room, targeting the stu¬ 
dents who lived inside. Both the Dean 
of Students and the President of the 
College responded immediately, and 
student allies organized a protest to 
condemn harassment and discrimina¬ 
tion at Bowdoin. 
News of this linguistic assault at 
Bowdoin reached Bates and sparked 
discussion in classes and student 
groups. Bates students were similarly 
alarmed by a case of physical assault by 
campus security on students of color at 
Colby in 2009, maintaining an attitude 
of “thank goodness this doesn’t hap¬ 
pen at Bates.” Few students are aware 
of a similar event at Bates in 2006 when 
campus security aggressively forced stu¬ 
dents of color to prove they were Bates 
students. 
Why is the concern for discrimina¬ 
tion at other schools often more visible 
than concern for our own community? 
Bates is not immune to discrimination 
on campus; rather, individuals deal with 
these issues everyday. At last week’s 
Women’s Resource Center meeting, a 
discussion arose in which students re¬ 
flected on their experiences and con¬ 
cerns about discrimination at Bates. 
We intend to highlight some of the 
concerns raised at this meeting while 
recognizing that we cannot speak for 
everyone in the Bates community. 
This year alone, Bates has failed 
to respond to countless discriminatory 
acts. Among them, a male student say¬ 
ing “suck my c*ck” to female students 
trying to get into a crowded dance, 
“f*g” written on whiteboards outside 
student dorm rooms, racial slurs uttered 
on campus and students being asked to 
leave parties on the basis of their sexu¬ 
ality. 
These are not isolated events, and it 
is not the responsibility of the victims 
to address the issues at stake. Nor is it 
the sole responsibility of student action 
groups. The problem of the discrimina¬ 
tory campus climate demands the atten¬ 
tion of all students, faculty and staff, 
especially the deans and the president. 
In an extensive search on the Bates 
Web site, it was difficult to find infor¬ 
mation on the College’s policies and 
resources for victims of discrimination. 
We found pamphlets on identity theft, 
preventing campus crime and protect¬ 
ing your bicycle, but none on sexual as¬ 
sault, hate crimes and acts of discrimi¬ 
nation. None of the online resources 
support students facing discrimination 
on the basis of race, sexuality, gender, 
class, disability, nationality or religion. 
Last summer’s “restructuring” of 
the Multicultural Center raises ques¬ 
tions about the administration’s con¬ 
cern for its students. Eight months 
later, students, faculty, and staff remain 
unclear about the goals of this “restruc¬ 
turing” and what it says about the col¬ 
lege’s “commitment to diversity.” The 
administration has failed to respond to 
any of these concerns. 
For a school founded by abolition¬ 
ists and proud of its history of egali¬ 
tarianism, Bates should be ashamed of 
its disregard for widespread issues of 
discrimination within our community. 
This is not a safe campus for everyone. 
Bates’ failure to adequately support stu¬ 
dents and address discrimination is pro¬ 
foundly disconcerting. 
Our purpose in writing this piece 
is to call attention to the prevalence of 
discrimination on campus. Individu¬ 
als and groups have sought to affect 
change on campus, but it is time for 
students, faculty, staff and administra¬ 
tion to form a collective movement to 
demand real change at Bates. 
On Wednesday, March 16th, at 4 
p.m. in Pettengill Hall room G52, there 
will be a public forum to discuss issues 
of discrimination and to call for stu¬ 
dent action and administrative support. 
We invite all allies to attend. No one is 
exempt from the responsibility to take 
action against all forms of discrimina¬ 
tion in our community. 
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The tennis photo in the March 8th issue on page 8 was taken 
by Bev Levene not Caroline Sollmann. 
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The Student is published weekly 
by the students of Bates College 
when college is in session. The 
Student reserves the right not to 
print any article and to edit for 
clarity and length. 
Staff editorials represent the ma¬ 
jority of, but not necessarily all, the 
views of the editorial board. Views 
expressed in Letters to the Editor, 
Columns and Features in the Fo¬ 
rum section are the opinions of 
the writers and may or may not re¬ 
flect the opinions of the staff. Let¬ 
ters to the Editor must be received 
by 6 p.m. on Sunday for Tuesday’s 
publication. Letters should be un¬ 
der 500 words. Please email them 
to the Managing Forum Editor at 
abaig@bates.edu. 
Staff: (207) 795-7494 
Business: (207) 795-7499 
Fax: (207) 786-6035 
347 Bates College 
Lewiston, ME 04240 
www.batesstudent.com 
Copies of The Student are avail¬ 
able at locations around campus. 
Subscriptions may be purchased 
for $20 for one semester and $30 
for the year. 
The Student regrets having published a column in our March 8th issue in which contributing writer 
Matt Cocciardi ’ll plagiarized a paragraph from ricksantomm.com, the Web site of Rick Santorum’s 
political action committee, America’s Foundation. The third paragraph of Cocciardi’s article, which comes 
from the “About” section on Santorum’s Web site, read: “Santorum is universally recognized as a steadfast 
leader and defender of the first principles upon which our nation was founded. Santorum has advocated a 
vision for our nation rooted in tradition through family and nurtured by empowering individuals.” 
The editors of The Student were not aware that this text was lifted from Santorum’s Web site until af¬ 
ter publication when it was brought to our attention by a reader. The Student does not tolerate plagiarism 
and requires that all quotes, facts and opinions be properly attributed. 
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For the love of dogs, we all need a little woof 
RACHEL BAUMANN 
ASSISTANT EDITOR 
Dogs. There are really not enough 
of these amazing creatures on campus. 
Sure, you may be able to spot one me¬ 
andering through the quad with a Lew¬ 
iston resident. And of course, there is 
that fluffy white dog that passes my an¬ 
thropology class in the halls of Petten¬ 
gill every Tuesday and Thursday. How¬ 
ever, these varied dog sightings are not 
enough. 
Many times, I have asked my friends 
why they seem down. Their answer: 
they miss their dogs. No, not their fam¬ 
ily, or even their friends, just their dogs. 
The question is: why are people so 
attached to their dogs? Dogs under¬ 
stand that they are completely depen¬ 
dent on their owners. Therefore, they 
have to make themselves as adorable as 
possible. 
In reality, it is amusing that they can¬ 
not take care of themselves. We have to 
groom them, walk them, feed them and 
pick up their you-know-whats. We even 
have to cut our lunch dates short to go 
home and let them outside. It’s kind of 
pathetic. 
Take my dog, for example. He is a 
nine year old English Springer Spaniel 
and his only claim to fame is that he 
Forum » . 
knows how to rollover and how to play 
hide-and-seek. I’m pretty sure that most 
dogs cannot do that. 
But I forgot to mention that he also 
scratches the back door when he wants 
to come in, growls at men who wear 
hats, has separation anxiety and only 
gets along with certain people. 
My dad absolutely hates the dog 
and even jokes about getting rid of him. 
I try to explain to my father that these 
things simply cannot be joked about. 
Because of their uncanny ability to 
understand human emotions when oth¬ 
er human beings normally fail to, dogs 
seem to have a special place in many 
people’s hearts. Some dog owners go as 
far as making separate Facebook pages 
for their dogs. A little obsessed? Oth¬ 
ers like to make their profile pictures 
of their dogs, further proof that many 
people do resemble their dogs. 
One of my former Spanish teach¬ 
ers does not have a personal Facebook 
page, just one for her dog. The dog’s 
profile name is “Laru,” short for the 
dog’s real name, Ruwey. 
In a New York Times article, “My 
Dog, Myself,” Benoit Denizet-Lewis 
writes that Mark Zuckerberg, the man 
who created Facebook, and his girl¬ 
friend have recently added a Facebook 
page for their new dog Beast. 
Jpillil 
As Denizet-Lewis points out, how¬ 
ever, Beast is a little late joining the 
Facebook dog world. Hundreds of 
thousands of owners have already cre¬ 
ated Facebook pages for their dogs. 
The question is: what is next? Let’s 
hope that people have not created Face- 
book pages for their cats. I mean, who 
really cares about cats, anyway? They 
don’t like to cuddle, don’t understand 
human emotions, cause painful allergies 
and love to scratch your face if you try 
to give them a little rub despite the fact 
that they looked angelic a moment be¬ 
fore. But I digress. 
Even if you love your dog more 
than you love your sister or brother, try 
to resist making a Facebook page for 
them. Is it really necessary? Wouldn’t 
your time be better spent calling your 
house and asking to speak to your dog 
over the phone? Or what about actually 
giving your dog more attention when 
you are home rather than perusing your 
dog’s Facebook friends. 
As man’s best friends, dogs can 
truly bring out a compassionate side in 
humans that is difficult to find other¬ 
wise. Sure, it’s a little pathetic that they 
are 100 percent dependent on their hu¬ 
mans for survival, but maybe that’s why 
we love them so much. 
Natural disaster sheds light on man-made issues 
ptiifgli 
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ALEC GREENBERG 
ASSISTANT EDITOR 
What’s the largest equation man 
is mentally capable of constructing? 
My guess is whatever that would look 
like, an equation called “Earth” would 
be 10 times as large. I mean, serious¬ 
ly, are we really going to pretend that 
we know how each and every force in 
the world will interact? The world is a 
cocktail. It’s a scorpion bowl of social, 
scientific, environmental, economic and 
moral affairs. All these combine to cre¬ 
ate billions of different perceptions and 
problems that unfold as a result of such 
perceptions. That being said, I’d like to 
turn our consciousness to recent events 
in Japan. 
The events in Japan illustrate the ut¬ 
ter discord of the Earth equation. The 
planet is, according to scientists, going 
to reach a point in the near future where 
it cannot sustain the sheer amount of 
human beings that will be living on it. I 
believe it is likely that a massive resource 
adjustment in the form of a natural di¬ 
saster will wipe out a huge number of 
human beings. I also think that we’ve 
already passed critical mass; this is go¬ 
ing to happen despite our best efforts. 
Environmental studies majors, 1 ad- 
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mire your gusto. When Bill McKibben 
came to give a talk at Bates two years 
ago, I was required to attend for an en¬ 
vironmental studies class I was taking. 
McKibben is a well-known environ¬ 
mental activist and author. At that time, 
he said we had a fast closing window to 
begin reversing environmental damage 
that was contributing to global warm¬ 
ing. I believe that the window is pretty 
much shut. And I also believe that we 
should keep trying to save Earth, even 
if doing so is a long shot according to 
scientists. 
For me, it’s a matter of doing what’s 
right. Minimizing environmental im¬ 
pact is what is right. It starts with lit¬ 
ter, in my opinion. Pick up your crap. 
Humans respect their space and their 
communities more when they are clean. 
Once we all feel good, then we can get 
down to brutally grinding out our rela¬ 
tionships with ourselves and everything 
that unfurls from there. There it is. 
There’s no sugar coating a kick in the 
teeth. 
There have been enough cata¬ 
strophic events in the past decade for 
me to think that something is out of 
whack in the Earth equation. Think 
about it: the ’05 tsunami, Hurricane Ka¬ 
trina, the earthquake in Haiti, and now, 
the earthquake in Japan. These are just 
some major catastrophes. It seems like 
a scary trend has begun. I’m no scien¬ 
tist, but that’s what the experts say about 
global warming. They say that the rise 
in temperature will throw ecosystems 
out of whack and cause more frequent 
extreme weather. As a side note, please 
forgive my mutilation of the scientific 
explanations. 
And now we have new reports out 
of Japan that a nuclear variable has been 
introduced. That is, arguably, scarier 
than anything else. God knows I don’t 
want my kids to be developmentally im¬ 
paired by nuclear radiation. This is yet 
another example of a new element be¬ 
ing introduced into an already compli¬ 
cated equation. 
What better impetus to examine 
ourselves more closely? For instance, a 
starting point might be: why do I feel so 
lethargic that I don’t even care to begin 
the process of figuring out how I can 
reduce my waste? Or, what if I had to 
actually peer into the eyes of the poor 
individual in the third world country 
whom my actions affect? I know how 
difficult it can be to shake the haze. All 
I know is that we should get it together 
before it’s too late. 
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Allegations against Budget Committee unfounded 
HUNTER ARCHIBALD 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
The article penned by Rob Friedman 
in last week’s edition of The Student made 
exaggerated accusations against the Budget 
Committee and me, and demonstrated a 
high level of ignorance about the Budget 
Process. Friedman’s claims about bias in the 
committee ate unfounded and his examples 
of alleged impropriety are easily explained. 
His article is a piece of vitriol that disparages 
the hard work of the dedicated members of 
the committee who provide a crucial service 
to the Bates College Student Government, 
student clubs and the campus as a whole. 
Friedman misrepresented the workings 
of the Budget Committee as an institution. 
For those unfamiliar with the BCSG, the 
Budget Committee is a panel of six stu¬ 
dents chosen by the Committee on Com¬ 
mittees and chaired by the Treasurer, who 
is elected by the student body. The commit¬ 
tee oversees allocations and spending of all 
clubs under the auspices of the BCSG. It is 
instituted for three primary purposes. First, 
the committee allocates all budgets for clubs 
approved by the Organizational Review 
Board, an arm of the Student Government 
Second, it monitors the fiscal responsibility 
of these clubs over the course of the year 
Finally, it decides on which Co-sponsorship 
proposals, the formal requests made by 
clubs to receive extra money after the initial 
budget allocations, to pass on to the Rep¬ 
resentative Assembly for deliberation and 
voting The important piece to note from 
this is that the committee is just that A 
committee It has seven members, including 
the Treasurer, who each have one vote My 
point is that these fiscal decisions are made 
by seven students and certainly not solely by 
thetreasuret 
The Budget Committee is also only a 
panel that makes recommendations to the 
Representative Assembly. After approval 
by the committee, all requests and budgets 
must be reviewed and either passed or de¬ 
nied by the RA. Therefore, the RA is the 
body that truly decides what money gets 
spent 
Co-sponsorships requests are con¬ 
sidered delicately by the committee. Fried¬ 
man’s allegations of the biases surrounding 
them are ridiculous. He cites the rejection 
of Environmental Coalition’s band Big 
Tree request He writes that no rationale 
was given for its rejection, but if he had 
stayed for the remainder of the RA meet¬ 
ing he and BEAM attended only in part, he 
would have heard me explain how during a 
meeting the committee searched YouTube 
and MySpace thoroughly and found a maxi¬ 
mum of eight-hundred views on any Big 
Tree song We deemed this an unjustifiable 
expenditure of $1,000.00 and rejected the 
proposal Additionally, in minutes from the 
Chase Hall Committee meeting on Febru¬ 
ary 15, it is noted that Environmental Coali¬ 
tion requested a Co-sponsorship for ‘Tree 
Something but we decided this is not a 
good idea, and also if we are going to be giv¬ 
ing out money it will be to WRBC.” Appar¬ 
ently we were not the only ones who viewed 
the request as invalid. 
Next is his indictment of the rejection 
of band, Local Natives and the approval 
of tappet; Donnis. If Friedman had done 
his research he would have known that I in 
fact voted in favor of bringing Local Na¬ 
tives, but was overruled by the committee 
because they determined the cost to be 
too high. Friedman then ties this denial to 
the approval of Donnis, who Friedman 
argues is unpopular Let’s compare the 
See BUDGET £0MMITTEE, PAGE 3^ 
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Grief is always around us. The re¬ 
cent natural disaster in Japan is a stark 
reminder that every person is capa¬ 
ble of losing it all: family, friends and 
homes, if we are lucky enough to have a 
place to call home. 
Grief and death have been on my 
mind a lot lately. Two weeks ago, an 
e-mail appeared in my inbox from my 
high school. The subject of the e-mail 
was the name of a peer from high 
school, younger than me, someone 
whom I wasn’t friends with but whose 
presence did not go unnoticed. 
Upon reading the e-mail, I learned 
that this former peer, Kellan, had passed 
away the night before. I found myself 
re-reading the e-mail to make sure that 
it really said what I thought it said. The 
news of his death rapidly took me back 
to my own high school years when my 
younger brother Shahmeer passed away 
unexpectedly. 
Having talked to others who have 
lost loved ones, the feeling can only be 
described as missing an essential piece 
of yourself, something that is key to the 
lililiss® n weisilsiiAla* 
way you live daily life, whose absense is 
not visible to others. 
Having gone to a very small high 
school, even without knowing Kellan 
well, I can understand how deep the 
loss will be for his family. Running into 
his older sister who is also an alum of 
my high school over Christmas break, I 
recall asking her how Kellan was doing. 
We made small talk over how old I felt 
knowing he was now in college. 
No one is ever really prepared to 
receive the news of death, and there is 
no formula for how to deal with loss. 
However, in the culture we inhabit, loss 
is always an arms length away. Deaths 
are reported in the news almost to the 
point where we are immune to them. 
Even when death happens, the re¬ 
action is to send flowers or write a card. 
I’ve never found that either of these ac¬ 
tions help me cope with the real loss at 
hand. Instead, they’ve given me an op¬ 
portunity to ignore what is really hap¬ 
pening. Purchasing the appropriate card 
or bouquet becomes my top priority, 
not sitting down and thinking about the 
Grief a part of life, in and out 
of college 
person who is gone and what their life 
meant to me. 
It is this type of distance that 
makes it impossible to talk about death 
and what that means in our individual 
lives. The culture at Bates makes it okay 
to complain about thesis for the 50th 
time but difficult to pull friends aside 
to communicate that you need help or 
extra support because you are grieving. 
My deceased brother’s birthday is in 
March, and he passed away in May mak¬ 
ing second semester at Bates a difficult 
time for me. After being here for four 
years, I’ve never really found an effec¬ 
tive way to communicate this, even to 
people who are around me 12 hours a 
day. How do you really tell a professor, 
“Look, I could really care less about this 
assignment, I’m too busy grieving the 
loss of someone I love?” 
Part of the problem, it seems, is 
that college is supposed to be a rejec¬ 
tion of the “real world,” a utopia of 
carelessness and exploration. With an 
expiration date of four years attached 
to the experience, and the real world 
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waiting just around the corner, dealing 
with bigger issues is not a priority. 
However, this approach . about 
what is acceptable to talk about, to be 
sad about, and to grieve about is also a 
rejection of the very things that matter 
most to the people you eat, study and 
live with. 
My brother’s death has changed 
my entire understanding of the world, 
where I fit into it and what I deem im¬ 
portant in my life. Yet, most people 
have no idea that I count this loss as a 
determining factor of my identity. 
This is not a call to make death and 
loss a topic of dinner conversation ev¬ 
ery night. Rather, I am advocating for 
more understanding within the commu¬ 
nity, perhaps the acknowledgement that 
humans are complex and there is always 
more going on internally with our peers 
than what is being communicated. 
I’ve known friends at Bates who 
have dealt with life changing experi¬ 
ences during their four years here: the 
divorce of their parents, the death of a 
parent or the death of a grandparent, all 
while having to do the mundane tasks 
that we hear so many daily complaints 
about, like writing thesis or going to 
class. 
I’m not entirely sure what my intent 
was with writing this article. Part of me 
is trying to grapple with this new loss of 
someone whom I did not know well but 
who meant a lot to those who did know 
him. I find myself going to his memo¬ 
rial page on Facebook just to read about 
the memories people are posting of 
times they shared with him. 
But part of writing this also stems 
from the fear that just as in the case of 
my brother’s death, Kellan’s life and ear¬ 
ly death will only be remembered on the 
day of his passing or, on his birthday, 
when in fact, his family will remember 
his loss every day of the year. 
Another part of me is writing this 
article to communicate just this point: 
many of us are living with and carry¬ 
ing the memories of those we love. Al¬ 
though grief may be felt more at certain 
times of the year, it never disappears. 
IllttillilliWlIt 
Dems looking to engage college community at convention 
DOUG KEMPNER 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
The Bates College Democrats will 
host the 2011 Maine College Demo¬ 
crats Convention. The festivities be¬ 
gin this coming Friday, March 18th, in 
the Muskie Archives at 7:30 p.m. with 
dinner and keynote addresses from 
U.S. Representative Mike Michaud (D- 
Maine) and Terry McAuliffe, former 
chairman of the DNC. No RSVP is re¬ 
quired and the event is free and open to 
the public. 
McAuliffe has also served as for¬ 
mer chairman of the Hillary Clinton for 
President campaign and co-chairman 
of Bill Clinton’s re-election committee. 
McAuliffe has appeared on Meet the 
Press, Hardball, Fox and Friends, The 
Daily Show, the O’Reilly Factor and 
Face the Nation. 
While chairman of the DNC, 
McAuliffe raised more than $535 mil¬ 
lion, shattering previous records for 
funds raised by either party and setting 
Democrats on a new course. McAuliffe 
has started 19 businesses. His current 
venture is as Chairman and CEO of 
Greentech Automotive, a company that 
Forum » 
will produce affordable electric vehicles 
made in the United States. 
McAuliffe brings a wealth of in¬ 
sider experience and insight to share 
with the Bates community. His business 
credentials make him acutely aware of 
the policies that must be put into place 
to invigorate the American economy. 
While McAuliffe is a strong supporter 
of the business community, he is also 
aware that sensible government man¬ 
agement is necessary to ensure Ameri¬ 
can liberties. 
For instance, McAuliffe is in favor 
of bringing unions and executives to¬ 
gether to find mutually beneficial solu¬ 
tions that allow businesses to operate 
in a competitive global market but that 
also respect the rights of labor. 
The views that McAuliffe brings to 
the table are critical in the volatile eco¬ 
nomic times America faces. The simple 
truth is that the Democratic Party needs 
a visionary that has energy and pragma¬ 
tism. McAuliffe is that person, and the 
Bates community should feel honored 
to host him regardless of party affilia¬ 
tion. 
In his talk, McAuliffe plans to ad¬ 
dress exciting issues that include the 
Political climate breeds anger, not change 
NORA MURRAY 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
As we enter this week, the students 
of Bates College are lucky to have a 
series of political speakers that should 
create a vibrant discourse on campus. 
After former Pennsylvania Senator Rick 
Santorum’s speech on Monday, the Col¬ 
lege Democrats are pleased to host the 
Maine College Democrats convention, 
the highlight of which will be guest 
speaker Terry McAuliffe, this Friday 
and Saturday, March 18th and 19 th. 
From 2001 to 2005 McAuliffe 
headed the Democratic National Com¬ 
mittee and vigorously raised funds for 
the Democratic Party. He served as 
the chief campaign advisor for Hillary 
Clinton’s presidential run in 2008. All 
students, faculty and staff are welcome 
to join the College Democrats in the 
Muskie Archives at 7 p.m. for dinner 
and McAuliffe’s speech. 
The purpose of the Maine College 
Democrats Convention is to energize 
our base, develop organizing skills to 
help promote liberal causes and gear 
up for another electoral season. I plan 
to take these lessons to heart. I am an 
American, a woman, a Catholic, a stu¬ 
dent and a Democrat. But more than 
anything, I am angry. 
I realize that not everybody has 
to subscribe to my political views and 
that party labels such as Republican and 
Democrat do not remotely begin to 
describe the political nuances of ideol¬ 
ogy. But I am angry at the current na¬ 
ture of American politics. The past few 
months have been particularly rough 
for me to watch. 
To recap: Democratic Representa¬ 
tive Gabrielle Giffords of Arizona was 
shot, New York Republican Repre¬ 
sentative Peter King held anti-Muslim 
hearings, and most infuriating, Wiscon¬ 
sin public employees lost the right to 
collective bargaining. 
In spite of the long weakening 
power of unions in the American work¬ 
force, collective bargaining and work- 
v * 
ers’ rights have been and continue to 
form the core of the Democratic Party 
platform. I am shocked at the insig¬ 
nificance with which this issue is being 
treated. Collective bargaining and the 
legality of unions are rights that people 
lost their lives trying to gain. Anyone 
remember the Pullman Strike of 1894? 
I am angry that as America’s fiscal 
crisis worsens, common sense solutions 
have been ignored. Republicans lam- 
bast health care as only exacerbating the 
national debt, while solutions such as 
ending the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan 
and the Bush tax cuts to the wealthi¬ 
est Americans have been pushed to the 
side. 
I am angry that Americans are 
suffering. Come to my hometown of 
Buffalo, New York where 30 percent 
of people live below the poverty line. 
There, you will find people who work 
multiple jobs and still can’t make ends 
meet. But those people are the lucky 
ones; they have jobs. You will find 
people who have to choose between 
eating and seeing the doctor for life 
threatening medical problems. Right 
here at Bates, we are witnesses to the 
same problems. Lewiston has the high¬ 
est poverty rate in Maine. These prob¬ 
lems are affecting Americans across the 
nation. 
The Democratic Party welcomes a 
diversity of political thought. However, 
what unites us is the belief that people 
everywhere have a right to live decent 
lives with educational opportunities and 
a way out of poverty. 
Inflammatory language against 
homosexuals, Muslims, women and 
minorities does nothing to solve the 
urgent problems that Americans face 
everyday. McAuliffe will speak this Fri¬ 
day about “Winning the Future.” As 
Democrats, it is imperative that we win 
in 2012 and turn our collective anger 
into change. Not only can we do better, 
we must do better. 
Editor’s note: Nora Murrary is Co-President 
of the Bates College Democrats. 
2012 presidential election, youth activ¬ 
ism and economic policy. 
The second day of the convention, 
Saturday, March 19th, will be as exciting 
as the first. Events begin at 10 a.m. on 
the ground floor of Pettengill Hall and 
are free and open to the public. 
The morning kicks off with a series 
of workshops led by local community 
organizers, including Jenna Vendil from 
Planned Parenthood, Ben Chin of the 
Maine People’s Alliance and Nicola 
Wells from the League of Young Vot¬ 
ers. These activists will lead seminars on 
a range of issues including legislative 
lobbying, issues women face when run¬ 
ning for office and political fundraising. 
The workshops are an excellent op¬ 
portunity to learn more about working 
in the field of politics. The presenta¬ 
tions will focus on putting theory into 
practice. Knowledge about political in¬ 
stitutions and processes is important, 
but when it comes time to engaging the 
Budget Committee 
Continued from PAGE 2 
numbers. Donnis’ biggest single, “Gone,” 
has 881,000 views cm YouTube, and with 
other versions of the same song that num¬ 
ber exceeds 2,000,000. This same song was 
recently featured in a TV commercial for 
Adidas. However, the I^ocal Natives most- 
viewed song on YouTube had received only 
560,000 views. The total request for Donnis 
by the Bates Student was $4,1(X).00 while 
the request from WRBC for Local Natives 
was $15,000.00. Friedman’s argument that 
the decisions are biased is unjustifiable. 
Friedman cites a rule barring Budget 
Committee members from authoring co- 
American political system to achieve 
goals, there are challenges that cannot 
be taught in the classroom. 
After the workshops at 11 a.m. Da¬ 
vid Karol of American University will 
give a lecture on the future role of po¬ 
litical parties in American politics. Ac¬ 
cording to his online biography, Karol 
studies parties, interest groups, political 
institutions and American political de¬ 
velopment. 
Karol has taught at UC Berkeley 
and the UC Washington Center and was 
a visiting scholar at the Center for the 
Study of Democratic Politics at Prince¬ 
ton University. In his recent book, “Par¬ 
ty Position Change in American Poli¬ 
tics: Coalition Management,” published 
in 2009 by Cambridge University Press, 
Karol explains key aspects of party po¬ 
sition change: the speed of shifts, the 
stability of new positions and the extent 
to which change occurs via adaptation 
by incumbents. 
found on the BCSG online constitution, it 
can be found on only one student’s personal 
computet This student is former treasurer 
and budget committee chair, David Baily 
The Donnis proposal was co-authored by 
myself and budget committee member Rab 
Peirce. Therefore, Baily, the only one aware 
of the supposed rule, should have spoken 
up about the conflict However; instead of 
informing the committee, Baily himself vot¬ 
ed in favor of approving Donnis. Baily then 
rule. Baily later forwarded committee emails 
to Friedman without permission of the 
committee 
He shows that these factors vary 
depending on whether parties are re¬ 
acting to changed preferences of co¬ 
alition components, incorporating new 
constituencies or experimenting on 
“groupless” issues. Karol reveals that 
adaptation by incumbents is a far great¬ 
er source of change than previously 
recognized. 
This closing lecture is a chance for 
students and faculty to gain valuable 
knowledge about how parties operate 
in American politics and how to engage 
such a system to achieve personal goals. 
The Maine College Democrats con¬ 
vention will be a fun-filled event. It is 
the culmination of much hard work by 
the Bates College Democrats club, and 
as a club, we hope that all members of 
the college community attend. 
Editor’s note: Doug Kempner is Vice-Presi¬ 
dent of the Bates College Democrats. 
Friedman has myopically ovedooked 
the success of the Peirce Doctrine this year 
With it, Bates has been provided with nu¬ 
merous enriching opportunities, including 
speakers like Former Democratic National 
Committee Chair Terry Mcauliffe, former 
Senator Rick Santorum, Alfic Kohn, Ali 
Mazrui, bands such as the Hood Internet 
and Cold War Kids, activities such as Mid- 
nigjht Breakfast and Friedman’s own Pow- 
ershift Trip to DC. I hope that the student 
body recognizes the hard work put in by 
the loyal members of the budget commit¬ 
tee, who responsibly and diligently work to 
fund the clubs that make Bates a dynamic 
and wonderful place 
MAINE COLLEGE 
TMmt Mar im, 2011 
: Muskie Archives 
Democratic National 
Cominttee Barry 
Cost FREE 
. & 
f When: 10 am, Mar 19th, 2011 
f Where; Ground Floor of Pgili 
Who; Ben Chin, Jenna Vendil, 
Woofa Wells and David Karol 
Cost FREE 
RSVP: None 
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news 
WORKING FOR THE COMMONS 
VANNIE SUNG 
STAFF WRITER 
He’s one of the Commons “bounc¬ 
ers” but not your average one. You may 
have seen him sitting behind the front 
entrance desk making sure you haven’t 
scanned your ID too quickly. 
Vincent LePage, whom Commons 
staff call Vinny, hasn’t always been 
perched at the front desk, however. Af¬ 
ter high school, LePage made the deci¬ 
sion to attend culinary school. After 
starting out as a cook in Commons, he 
eventually worked his way up through 
the kitchen hierarchy from chef to ex¬ 
ecutive chef and even served as Assistant 
Director of Dining Services. 
Because of physical disabilities that 
make walking difficult Vincent no lon¬ 
ger cooks in Commons. Despite this 
setback, however, his passion for cook¬ 
ing still simmers when he’s anywhere 
near the kitchen. 
Now 65 years-old, and soon to 
turn a year older, LePage has been tire¬ 
lessly performing his duties in Com¬ 
mons for 44 years. Besides check¬ 
ing in students, his responsibilities 
include keeping Commons clean 
between meals. The tables must be 
wiped down after 2:30 pm. before 
Commons re-opens for dinner at 4:30 
p.m. 
Vincent is proud to be part of a 
team to serve and feed fifteen hundred 
people, three times a day, seven days a 
week. 
Vincent has experienced the many 
transitions that Bates has gone through 
including the separation of genders in 
Commons. 
LePage is a man of few words, an¬ 
swering questions pointedly. When 
asked to describe himself with the first 
three words that came to mind, he re¬ 
flected for a few minutes, then tersely 
answered, “Quiet. Easy going.” 
LePage was born in Rochester, New 
Hampshire, a small residential city with 
an average population of 30,000 known 
for its annual state Rochester Fair. For 
those wondering about his last name, 
LePage has no blood ties to Maine’s 
current governor. “We’re not directly re¬ 
lated, but we’re probably related in one 
way or another,” he remarked. 
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BCDC to hire students 
ELEANOR ANACLERIO/THE BATES STUDENT 
HARRISON KIM 
STAFF WRITER 
Career counselors are in high de¬ 
mand on campus right now, and stu¬ 
dents looking to schedule appointments 
at the Bates Career Development Cen¬ 
ter (BCDC) for assistance writing cover 
letters and resumes, researching job and 
internship opportunities and preparing 
for graduate school admission tests have 
often had to wait three or four weeks. 
BCDC created the new Career Peer 
Program not to directly relieve pressure 
on the career counselors but to stimu¬ 
late students’ engagement with BCDC 
earlier in their college careers. BCDC 
hopes that if students start their career 
searches before senior year, they will be 
more prepared than their competitors at 
other elite academic institutions. 
BCDC’s Career Peer Program part¬ 
ners underclassmen with upperclassmen 
with experience in specific career fields 
in which underclassmen are interested. 
The program will help underclassmen 
approach the process of applying for 
internships and jobs, because as BCDC 
counselors have seen, even deciding 
which types of jobs they are attracted to 
can be intimidating. They will have the 
opportunity to ask questions freely of 
their upperclassmen peers, who will be 
able to speak from personal experience. 
The position for “career peers” will 
be posted on e-recruiting within the 
next month, and the application pro¬ 
cess will include interviews with the 
BCDC counselors. Once selected, “ca¬ 
reer peers” will receive training from the 
counselors. As representatives of BCDC 
to the College and alumni, qualified ap¬ 
plicants should be enthusiastic about 
the program and passionate about re¬ 
structuring the culture of career search¬ 
ing. 
Santorum 
Continued from PAGE 1 
and Young America’s Foundation. San¬ 
torum began his speech, entitled “Radi¬ 
cal Islamic Extremism and the Future 
of American Foreign Policy,” by saying 
that “not all Muslims are bad.” While 
he said that he might be speaking gener¬ 
ally, he assured listeners that he was not 
referring to all Muslims but to a specific 
group known as ‘jihadists.’ 
Santorum stated that the word ‘ji¬ 
hadists’ is a more appropriate way to 
describe Islamic enemy terrorists, as this 
term is not commonly used in the Mus¬ 
lim religion and illustrates the extremist 
nature of this radical sect. Santorum 
said that he used to refer to these terror¬ 
ists as ‘Muslim Fascists.’ He claimed that 
for many years, he has tried to convince 
other politicians to use these terms as 
well. According to Santorum, political 
correctness has prevented their broader 
use and has been hampering our coun¬ 
try’s understanding of the threat we face 
and the war on terror. 
In his speech, Santorum also criti¬ 
cized former President George W. Bush 
for taking the easy way out by defining 
the war as one of method and not ide¬ 
ology. He said that terror was merely a 
tactic used in the war and that it was 
a principle that actually led to the at¬ 
tacks of 9/11 and beyond. Santorum 
told the audience that it was essential to 
fully define the enemy to achieve a true 
understanding of the wars in which the 
United States is engaged, to understand 
the importance of remaining engaged 
and the consequences of retreat, and 
to enable the American people to make 
more informed decisions about Islamic 
extremism generally. 
Santorum talked at length about 
the history of Islam, the differences 
between Islamic ideology and the prin¬ 
ciples of the Koran, and the differences 
between Christianity and the Bible. He 
said that according to the Muslim faith, 
the Koran communicated God’s word 
verbatim. Conversely, and despite the 
fact that versions of the Bible have been 
consistent throughout history, he said 
that the Bible does not express the word 
of God exactly. The Bible is subject to 
various interpretations and was written 
by multiple authors, he said. 
Santorum also discussed the differ¬ 
ences between the prophets of these two 
religions. According to Santorum, Jesus 
did not come to Earth to govern or to 
conquer, while Muhammad expanded 
his religion by “the sword,” by the threat 
and use of force. Jesus believed in peace 
while Muhammad conquered, killed 
and set up Sharia or sacred Islamic law. 
He also discussed the differences in their 
laws. According to Santorum, in the 
Christian religion, there is a separation 
of civil and sacred law. “If you broke 
civil law,” Santorum explained, “you 
receive civil penalties.” Yet, in Islam, he 
said, there is only one law and that en¬ 
compasses both civil and religious law. 
Although many of those in atten¬ 
dance did not disagree on the history of 
Islam and Christianity, some believed 
that Santorum was using fear tactics 
and leading questions when he referred 
to how Iran’s President Mahmoud Ah- 
madinejad begins all of his speeches 
with his belief that the Imam will soon 
return. Santorum said that this im¬ 
plied that there is a type of imminent 
holy war, and although admitting that 
this may just be rhetorical appeal, he 
believes we cannot be sure. After his 
speech, Santorum took questions from 
students and other audience members. 
Most questions regarded contradictions 
in his speech, historical fallacies and 
requests for clarification. Colin Etnire 
T2 asked Santorum about his quote, 
“While there’s no excuse for this scandal 
[of priest molesting young boys], it is no 
surprise that Boston, a seat of academ¬ 
ic, political and cultural liberalism in 
America, lies at the center of the storm.” 
Santorum responded by saying 
that there is a lot of sexual promiscuity 
that is accepted by liberals. When you 
“celebrate and affirm” sexual promis¬ 
cuity, he stated, you must have a limit 
or else you open Pandora’s Box. He re¬ 
sponded to another student’s question 
about whether fundamental differences 
between Mormonism and Christian¬ 
ity breed a culture of hatred and if we 
should be worried about Utah by stat¬ 
ing that Mormons do not have a prob¬ 
lematic history in contrast to Muslims. 
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| golden j' anniversary 
ELIZABETH ROWLEY 
ASSISTANT ARTS AND LEISURE EDITOR 
Half a century ago, Schaeffer Theater 
christened its main stage with Moliere’s 
“Tartuffe.” This weekend and next the Bates 
Department of Theatre presents another 
Moliere classic, “The Learned Ladies,” in 
celebration of the theater’s 50th anniversary. 
The two Moliere plays are thematically simi¬ 
lar, making The Learned Ladies” a thought¬ 
ful and timely homage to Schaeffer’s debut. 
At its core, ‘The Learned Ladies” is 
“bright and comedic,” explained director 
and Dana Professor of Theater Martin An- 
drucki. The play pokes hut at the. dtoll cha¬ 
rade of false intellectuaiism. This particular 
cast etfervcscently captures Moliere’s wit*, 
the actors successfully highlight the humor 
embedded in pretention and pseudo-tntel- 
leetualism, in a way that holds the audience’s 
attention from start to finish. 
Originally set in 1672, this adaption 
transports the play to a 1920s setting. The 
choice to produce a contemporary interpre¬ 
tation of Moliere’s piece, was made to help 
the audience relate to its content, Andwcki 
explained. 
Andrucki held that ‘The farther away 
you get in time, the less legible are the social 
and cultural morals of the day.” Andrucki 
believes the 20s are far enough away in tune 
and social morals that people recognize dif¬ 
ferences, but that these differences are not 
incomprehensible ” Adapting the play in this 
way demanded omitting about one third of 
the fetes, he noted, “because there are a lot 
of literary inferences that aren’t relevant to 
the 20“ century.” These strategic choices 
revitalize Moliere’s classic, making it relat- 
abk and rekvent to a modem audience. The 
translation from French was a particularly 
successful one, as the actor’s rhyming lines 
created a sense of musicality, dynamism and 
forward motion. 
“The Learned Ladies” revolves around 
Henriette, played by Alina Volobuyeva ’ll 
and her lover Clitandre, played by Sam 
Metzger T4, a couple who wants to marry. 
However Henriette’s severe and controling 
mother Philaminte, played by Caitlyn De- 
Fiore T2, prefers for her daughter the out- 
landishly pretentious and studious Trissotin, 
played by Nikhil Krishna T3. Henriette’s fa¬ 
ther Chrysal, played by Tim Fox ’ll, strug¬ 
gles to assert himself with his aggressive 
wife and, deciding the conflict is the per¬ 
fect opportunity to take a stand, supports 
his daughter’s choice. Henriette struggles 
to realize her goal, as her sister Armande, 
played by Schuyler Rooth ’ll, and her aunt 
Belise, played by Singha Hon T4, side with 
Philaminte. 
Volobuyeva’s performance was par¬ 
ticularly emotive, and she embodied her 
role with a cool, convincing grace. Fox has 
shown his versatility as an actot throughout 
his time at Bates, and his role in this per¬ 
formance was no exception. A large portion 
of the play’s comedic success was thanks 
to his expressive abilities. Rooth, DeFiore 
and Hon rose to the challenge of their de¬ 
manding roles, and each performed with a 
compelling emotional intensity. Krishna was 
another obvious standout; his interpretation 
of haughty intellectual elitism was a pleasure 
to watch. 
Many student# participating in the play 
ate academically immersed in the theater 
department, which adds to the show’s qual¬ 
ity. Both Volobuyeva and Rooth are cur¬ 
rently working on year long honors theses 
in theater, and assistant professor of the¬ 
ater Christine McDowell supervised Sarah 
Dice-Goldberg during production for her 
semester-long costume design thesis. Of all 
the play’s impressive points, rite costumes 
and stage sets were especially stunning, Both 
the stage and fashion design incorporated 
prominent fads from the 20s: futurism, da¬ 
daism and especially surrealism. 
Costume coupling was a dear creative, 
theme of the show. Certain stylistic simi¬ 
larities mirrored the similarities of particular 
characters and their relationships. For exam ¬ 
ple, Dice-Goldberg used fashion to echo tire 
close relationship and similarities between 
mother and daughter by Mrerally cutting 
the costume* for Armande and her mother 
Philaminte from the same doth. This was 
just one of many particularly nuanced and 
thoughtful choke design chokes that cre¬ 
ated a overall sense of visual cohesion. 
The stage itself was carefully crafted in 
a similarly strategic manner. The stage was 
angled slighdy, and student-reproduced Pi¬ 
casso, Dada, Kandinsky and Leger paintings 
hung suspended against an invisible back 
wall. The shallow rake and the cacophonous 
selection of paintings added a distorted 
sense of reality that perfectly mirrored the 
ongoing theme of illusion. 
True to the masterful satire Moliere in¬ 
tended, the Bates Department of Theater 
production was a humorous delight. The 
cast and crew successfully brought out both 
the humor and the drama of masquerade. 
The realized adaptation is not only innova¬ 
tive, but also a well-timed and appropriate 
commemoration of half a century of the¬ 
atrical artistry. Performances will continue 
next weekend with a showing at 7:30 P.M. 
on Friday and Saturday and 2:00 P.M. on 
Sunday. 
Admission is free with valid Bates 
ID, $6 general admission and $3 for senior 
citizens and non-Bates students. 
Arts & Leisure » Concert Review 
’ Visiting a cappeUa groups 
make for harmonious blend 
■ 
DEB MACK/THE BATES STUDENT 
The Tufts sQ! stop at the 280 Underground for a spring tour performance with the 
Manic Optimists, Deansmen and Smith Smiffenpoofs. 
CAROLINE ULWICK 
STAFF WRITER 
There are very few events on a Sat¬ 
urday night that have the power to draw 
over a hundred people without provok¬ 
ing a response from Bates Security, but 
a cappella concerts are apparendy one 
of them. Standing room was limited 
this weekend as the two all male Bates 
groups the Manic Optimists, and the 
Deansmen, hosted two visiting groups 
on spring break tours: the Tufts sQ! and 
the Smith College Smiffenpoofs. Some¬ 
what surprisingly, the evening’s perfor¬ 
mance had a distinedy sexual theme. 
The always-hilarious ManOps were 
the first group to perform, weaving 
through the cramped crowd in their 
usual smart attire. The night opened 
with senior Drew Gallagher crooning 
“Inside of You,” a song made famous 
in a shirdess and mildly revolting per¬ 
formance by Russell Brand’s character 
in “Forgetting Sarah Marshall.” With 
junior Ian Dulin and first year Danny 
Birkhead contributing their strangely 
angelic falsetto back-up, the audience 
was in stitches. Afterwards, for no ap¬ 
parent reason and in the tradition of 
what Senior Andrew Bernard called 
“making jokes that no one really under¬ 
stands,” all the ManOps stripped off 
their shirts only to reveal that they were 
wearing sweaters underneath. Next they 
performed “Santa Claus is Coming to 
Town,” which, although bizarrely cho¬ 
sen, was well received, with first year 
Chris Albanese impressively belting out 
the solo. 
Comedy 
ELEANOR ANACLERIO/THE BATES STUDENT 
Students looking for an escape from the mun- 
danity and mud of March in Maine were in luck 
last week. Comedy was all over campus. The 
Strange Bedfellows, Bates’ only improv comedy 
troop, performed on Tuesday, March 8th, to a 
chai-sipping crowd in the Ronj. Above, senior 
Dan Naparstek takes control of a scene with 
sophomore Laura Max as a crew of Bedfellows 
looks on. For those who preferred their com¬ 
edy rehearsed, on Friday, March nth, comedian 
Arvin Mitchell (right) left the Mays Center in 
stiches. Mitchell is best known as the co-host of 
BET's Club Comic View. 
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JB roommates share a 
suite sense of style 
SIMONE SCHRIGER/THE BATES STUDENT 
Sophomores Samantha Frank, Orion McBean, Basia Braboy and Nadine Beaupierre 
share a common room and common fashion sense. 
er—they each bring. Currently, they’re 
into footwear trends like combat boots, 
wedges and platform heels. 
When asked what items the room 
couldn’t live without Frank immediately 
revealed her penchant for cosmetics. 
Even without asking, this inclination 
was evident in her bold and varied eye¬ 
shadow choices, which she accomplish¬ 
es using Sephora and M.A.C.products. 
For Beaupierre, anything with cheetah 
print is a go. Braboy and McBean opt 
for more practical items like crew- 
necks and leggings. All four agreed that 
Braboy’s is the closet to raid for un¬ 
dershirts and basics, while McBean is 
the go-to expert on leggings. “Just ask 
me, I’ve tried them all” she quipped. 
According to Braboy, Forever 21’s leg¬ 
gings, though inexpensive, pill easily 
after just a few washes. American Ap¬ 
parel’s leggings are long-lasting, but at 
$28 a pair are a bit too pricey for a col¬ 
lege co-ed’s budget. Her advice to any¬ 
one on the leggings hunt is to shop at 
Uniqlo. McBean claims she’s found a 
happy medium in their Dry Stretch leg¬ 
gings, priced at a reasonable $19.90 with 
a great fit to boot. 
Each roommate pointed to a fam¬ 
ily member they are influenced by. 
Beaupierre looks to her aunt for cues 
on how to be stylish yet sophisticated, 
frequently pulling pieces from Zara and 
Express. Braboy has learned invaluable 
lessons about bargain hunting and qual¬ 
ity from her parents. Her mother tends 
to buy in bulk and has an incredible eye 
for sales. Her father, on the other hand, 
has shown her what it means to value 
quality over quantity by spending more 
for pieces with longevity. 
While their influences and style pri¬ 
orities may vary, the residents of this 
JB suite come together to create a small 
fashion hub. With their bold, confident 
and often coordinated looks, these love¬ 
ly ladies never cease to disappoint, mak¬ 
ing them some of the most fashionable 
women on campus. 
DAVINA DUKULYAND PHOEBE REED 
STAFF WRITERS 
Every girl wants a roommate with 
an enviable closet. Sophomores Basia 
Braboy, Nadine Beaupierre, Samantha 
Frank and Orion McBean are lucky 
— they have not just one fashionable 
roommate with a wardrobe to raid, but 
three. These JB residents hail from two 
of the country’s most prominent style 
capitals: Braboy is from Chicago, and 
Frank, McBean and Beaupierre are 
from New York City. 
All four suite mates identify urban 
style—to them exemplified by hoodies, 
crewnecks, and matching sneakers—as 
a major presence in the fashion that 
surrounds them at home. McBean and 
Frank are particularly inspired by the 
garb they see in the downtown SoHo 
area, which McBean describes as boho- 
chic and loose-fitting, with an emphasis 
on mixed patterns and textures. While 
she has internalized this bohemian 
sense of style, McBean still maintains 
elements of Harlem’s more urban per¬ 
sonality in her wardrobe. 
These four are quick to categorize 
one another. Braboy has the biggest 
wardrobe. Frank and Beaupierre always 
take the longest to get ready — “But 
only because I take long showers!” 
Beaupierre hastily interjected. “Sam has 
to change her outfit twenty times, and 
takes forever with her hair and make¬ 
up.” Frank didn’t deny the accusation, 
and admitted “You can tell what kind 
of day it is by my makeup. If I’m not 
wearing any, it’s a very bad day.” 
In addition to taking care of her 
own cosmetics, Frank happily acts as 
makeup artist for the suite on week¬ 
ends. When asked about their fashion 
approach to hitting the campus for a 
night out, all four agreed that they influ¬ 
ence each other. On the weekends “our 
dressing moods are definitely aligned,” 
explained McBean. Whoever gets ready 
first sets the general style theme for the 
night. It’s not about copying each oth- 
Arts & Leisure » 
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Continued from PAGE 5 
Next up was the first visiting group, 
the co-ed Tufts sQ! Their first song, 
“The Other Side” by Bruno Mars, 
showcased their powerful soprano 
Amber Jackson, while other members 
of the group howled away in the back¬ 
ground. The group seemed perfectly at 
ease on stage and infused the perfor¬ 
mances with energy by bopping along 
to the beat. By far the best song of the 
night was the group’s rendition of Out- 
Kast’s “Hey Ya.” Led by grinning first 
year Kaveh Veyssi dancing like a fool 
and looking like he’d never had so much 
fun in his life, the group managed to 
breathe new life into the old, overplayed 
hit. The biggest strength of sQ! was not 
their notable vocal range and repertoire 
but the energy they brought. The audi¬ 
ence had a hard time not dancing along. 
As sQ! left the stage to rowdy ap¬ 
plause, the all-female Smiffenpoofs 
opened with the standard “Softly, As 
I Leave You,” quietly blending their 
voices and sending a hush through 
the room. Midway through the ar¬ 
rangement took a distinct shift. First 
year Grace Goodrich stepped out and 
started rapping, putting a new twist on 
an old classic. Next, freshman Marisa 
Hall gently sung a more somber song, 
“Silver Lining” by Rilo Kiley. Her quiet, 
emotional delivery muted the buzzing 
crowd, earning the attention of all ears. 
Goodrich once again stepped out, sing- 
• * 
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ing “Your Time is Gonna Come” by 
Led Zeppelin in a strong, commanding 
voice. Her commitment and liveliness 
made her one of the most memorable 
performers of the night. 
Last but certainly not least, were 
the Deansmen, who made it their goal 
to cast off their family-friendly image. 
The group walked on to thunderous ap¬ 
plause for their beloved first year Mike 
Arsnow, who boldly led the group in 
singing the classic “Sexual Healing” by 
Marvin Gaye followed by an entertain¬ 
ing rendition of “F*ck You” by Cee Lo 
Green, made memorable with amusing 
choreography. The Deansmen took an 
already ridiculous performance over the 
edge with Arsnow chiming in “Ain’t that 
some shit” in an impossibly high voice 
and first year James Preiss screaming 
“I LOVE YOU!” at the crowd. The 
Deansmen, in spite of an uncharac¬ 
teristically inappropriate set list, closed 
with one of the more entertaining per¬ 
formances of the night. 
One of the more impressive as¬ 
pects of the night was notably how 
many first years not only had solos, but 
how many managed to pull them off. 
Every group had at least one stand out 
freshman who committed to potentially 
looking like an idiot and in doing so 
made their performance song notewor¬ 
thy. The Smiffenpoofs and the sQ!’s vo¬ 
cal versatility brought a new energy to 
the show Overall, the event was deserv¬ 
ing of the massive crowd, which was so 
densely packed that people stood in the 
stairwells just to listen. 
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“Oleanna”: Controversy in dose quarters 
ELIZABETH ROWLEY 
ASSISTANT ARTS AND LEISURE EDITOR 
Last weekend was exceptionally 
busy for theater at Bates. However, the 
two major performances could not have 
been more different. “The Learned La¬ 
dies” sparked waves of laughter with its 
ridiculous characters and witty dialogue. 
In stark contrast, the much smaller scale 
“Oleanna,” directed by junior Elizabeth 
Castellano, left the audience in a som¬ 
ber daze tinged with outrage. 
“Oleanna,” written by famed Amer¬ 
ican playwright David Mamet, features 
senior Zoe Donaldson and Psychol¬ 
ogy Department Assistant in Instruc¬ 
tion Brian Pfohl, who has performed at 
Bates multiple times. 
The play tells the story of an esca¬ 
lating conflict between the student and 
the professor. Donaldson’s character 
accuses her professor of sexual ha¬ 
rassment, destroying his chance at be¬ 
ing granted tenure. Gradually, the thin 
veil of a professor just trying to help 
his neurotic student falls, exposing the 
brute animal instincts and sexual desires 
which lurks beneath his and all of our 
our social selves. 
The play has been enormously con¬ 
troversial since its 1992 debut. Many 
viewed the play as a commentary on 
Justice Clarence Thomas’ confirma¬ 
tion hearings, in which the justice to-be 
was accused of sexually harassing his 
employee Anita Hill. The incident pro¬ 
voked a nationwide discussion about 
the definition of sexual harrassement 
and assault. 
Pfohl’s portrayal of the professor 
conveyed the mystery behind Mamet’s 
character, leaving the audience in awe. 
COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA RELATIONS/COURTESY PHOTO 
As the play proceeds, the spectators see 
the facade of the professor’s restrained 
nature cracking as it gives way to rage 
on stage. Pfohl captured the emotional 
extremes of his character, at times es¬ 
tablishing himself as the sane one in 
the room and at other times as the em¬ 
bodiment of insanity, completely los¬ 
ing restraint. Tim Fox, a senior theater 
major, remarked that the performance 
reminded him of William H. Macy in 
the movie “Fargo,” which should be 
a compliment to Pfohl,since Mamet 
originally cast Macy as the professor in 
both the stage and film versions of the 
production. 
The Gannet Theater proved an in¬ 
teresting venue choice with seating ar¬ 
ranged in a circular formation and the 
small set in the center, creating a range 
of perspectives for spectators. 
Costellano set her two person cast 
and their ensuing drama entirely in one 
room. The small set mimiced a typical 
academic office: a few low shelves, two 
chairs, and some books. Pfohl sported 
conventional academic garb, and Don¬ 
aldson dressed as a typical, casual col¬ 
lege student. The downplayed settings, 
costumes and effects limited distrac¬ 
tion and allowed for a closer examina¬ 
tion of the eery mounting conflict at 
the center of the room. The circular 
seating augmented this effect. 
The applause at the play’s dramatic 
and confusing conclusion was gentle 
and somber. The explosive and at times 
infuriating nature of the play forced 
the audience to wrestle with what they 
had seen well after the final bow, thus 
achieving the effect Castellano intend¬ 
ed. 
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Hungry? Try these quick bites: 
local restaurants not to be missed 
MIKE TETLER 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Getting bored of Commons? Sick 
of visiting the same local restaurants? 
If you’re ready for a change, try one of 
these local eateries. 
LEWISTON AREA 
BRUNSWICKAREA 
At the intersection of Rt. 196 
While many people seem to think 
the Italian food scene in Lewiston is 
limited to DaVinci’s, Graziano’s is not 
to be overlooked as an area alterna¬ 
tive. With decor that will make you feel 
like Tony Soprano, the restaurant was 
named after owner Joe Graziano who 
was responsible for opening the Lew¬ 
iston McDonald’s franchise in 1966. 
Don’t let the fast food heritage fool 
you: Graziano’s is the real deal. The 
only beef featured on the menu is local 
and grass fed, and their veal dishes are 
not to be missed, especially their house 
special veal piccanti. The rest of their 
menu includes a wide variety of Ital¬ 
ian specialties. For those rare few who 
are indifferent to pasta, they also offer 
a selection of pizza’s including the “Bi¬ 
anco,” a fantastic take on white pizza. 
The first thing that will strike you 
about Lilee’s is the earthy feel, s atypi¬ 
cal for a pub. Bowdoin professors and 
Birkenstock-wearers seem equally at 
home in the small establishment, which 
is tucked into the brick building next 
to the Broadway Delicatessen. With a 
short but satisfying menu of well-made 
pub food including the fantastic BBQ 
chicken chili nachos and a fresh vegat- 
able salad with toasted almond and goat 
cheese as appetizers, patrons will be im¬ 
pressed by the large portions and low 
prices. The selection of sandwiches, 
paninis and burgers is enough to please 
most diners and the pub burger and 
lamb burger are particularly impressive. 
Although the selection of traditional 
entrees is limited, few will find the 
mushroom & shallot meatloaf unsub¬ 
stantial, and the house specialty, Lilee’s 
Cottage Pie, is fantastic. A combination 
of ground pork and beef, creamed corn 
and sweet bell peppers topped with 
parmesan mashed potatoes, this dish is 
a fresh take on the traditional version. 
Lilee’s also partakes in the new trend 
of canned microbrews and offers an 
impressive selection, including the Pale 
Ale and IPA from Lewiston’s own Bax¬ 
ter Brewing. Best of all, Lilee’s is one of 
the most affordable restaurants in the 
area with dinner for two including an 
appetizer for under $40. 
PORTLAND AREA 
You may know Nosh as the Port¬ 
land eatery featured on the Travel 
Channel’s “Man v. Food,” but don’t 
let the Apocalypse Now Burger define 
this restaurant for you. The strength of 
Nosh’s menu is the Nosh Burger, which 
includes a pork and beef patty topped 
with blue cheese, bacon, a fried egg and 
roast garlic jam served up on a brioche 
bun. Equally unique and amazing are 
the Bacon Dusted Fries, an experience 
in taste not to be approached by an apa¬ 
thetic pallet. Nosh also offers a wide 
array of sandwiches you won’t find any¬ 
where else, and they unapologetically 
tout that they have been “Wrap free 
since 2010.” Nosh is not for those who 
enjoy the bland or uninteresting, but 
if you are an eater who likes exploring 
the inventions of new age chefs, Nosh 
is the place for you. And since it stays 
open until 1 a.m., it’s the best place to 
end a night in the Old Port. 
Arts & Leisure » 
Macabre 
Alec Greenberg ’13 
The bloodhound. 
Licked by fire. 
Oozing tar at the gums, 
Incisors stained with flesh- 
One putrid chunk hung from its 
jowls. 
Its fangs perfect for sinking into a 
rubbery belly, or 
wrenching shoulder sinew from its 
socket. 
Strings of muscle drooped where 
the arm used to be 
as the hound licked its gory 
chops. 
It smelled like peat, dead bodies, 
and black mud. 
Its haggard tail showed white 
meat at the nub. 
Like a shrimp’s underbelly. 
Its master held the lure: 
A beating heart untimely ripped 
from a pauper’s chest. 
and with that frenzied incentive 
Loosed it from hell. 
The beast stood like congealed 
hot sauce in the silky shadow 
as it crawled into my child’s bed¬ 
ding. 
And savored a crunchy bite. 
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Sports » men's tennis 
LOGAN GREENBLATT/THE BATES STUDENT 
Senior Sam Woods serves the ball at the Merrill Indoor Gymnasium on Friday, March 
4th. No. 24 Bates lost to slighly higher ranked No. 22 MIT on Saturday, March 12th. 
CAROLINE O’SULLIVAN 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
Despite a third straight 2-0 result 
for No. 1 sophomore doubles partners 
Matt Betties and Rob Crampton, the 
men’s tennis team narrowly lost to No. 
22 MIT on Saturday, March 12th, 5-4. 
The Engineers took the lead in the 
doubles round, snagging two points to 
Bates’ one. Betdes and Crampton were 
able to take down Larry Pang and Curtis 
Wu 8-4. Unfortunately, the No. 2 dou¬ 
bles team of first-year Timmy Berg and 
senior Sam Woods was defeated by the 
same margin, 8-4. Junior Jeffery Beaton 
and sophomore Kyle DiSisto lost 8-3 to 
the MIT pair in No. 3 doubles. 
Betties took the No. 1 singles match 
in straight sets, beating Ken Van Til¬ 
burg 6-1, 6-3. Crampton did the same 
in the No. 2 slot, taking down Pang 6-1, 
6-4. First-year Peter Yanofsky added 
a point by beating Curtis Wu in a long 
match 6-4, 2-6, 10-8. 
The men’s record stands at 3-3. The 
team will hit the road next weekend to 
take on three opponents. Friday, March 
18th, Bates plays against Mary Washing¬ 
ton University. On Sunday, March 20th, 
the men’s team takes on John Hopkins 
University and on Monday, March 21st, 
they will face off against Kalamazoo 
College at Swarthmore. 
Cloud 9 Day Spa & Wellness Center 
Services include: 
*Waxing *Hair design *Massage 
^Facials *Body treatments 
Receive 10% off with your Bates ID 
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Located on the corner of Main St. & Frye St. (207) 689-2166 
-Walking distance from Bates! www.cloud9ds.com 
Mias home yet? 
THE BEST HOME COOKED 
FOOD IN TOWN! 
Homemade fries, chips & desserts 
to remind you of mom’s cooking! 
JOHN’S CLEAN & SPIN 
DRY CLEANING AND LAUNDRY CENTER 
JSMkCfC* SrUDMNTB! 
Serivces offered include: dry cleaning, 
wash-dry-fold, tailoring, pick-up & deliveries 
355 Main Street 
Lewiston, ME 
Just a few blocks 
from campus! 
(207) 784-9006 
http://www.joh nsc leana n d spi n.com 
women's lacrosse 
Women's lax loses to No. 15 Middlebuiy in OT 
NORA HANAGAN 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
In their first home game of the 
season and debut on the renovated 
Garcelon Field, the women’s lacrosse 
team just barely fell to NESCAC rival 
Middlebury this Saturday, March 12th. 
The game provided plenty of entertain¬ 
ment for the home team crowd, going 
into overtime at 9-9 before the Panthers 
scored the lone goal to put them ahead 
and end the game at 10-9. 
The No. 15 nationally ranked Pan¬ 
thers trailed the Bobcats for the ma¬ 
jority of the game. The Bobcats still 
looked poised to take the win while 
they were ahead 9-7 with three minutes 
left in regulation. Unfortunately, a few 
clutch Panther players managed to close 
the gap with just 31 seconds remaining, 
forcing the game into overtime. 
Despite the loss, the Bobcats have 
much to be proud of and look forward 
to. 
Senior Briana Gross, who scored 
a career-high four goals and had two 
assists, shined for the Bobcats. This 
included a play that brought the crowd 
to their feet. After a skillful save from 
senior captain and goalie Mara Krueger, 
the ball was passed to senior captain 
Ingrid Knowles who passed it off to 
sophomore Linnea Fulton in the center. 
Continuing their crisp passing and fluid 
movement from one end of the field 
to the other, Fulton gave an oudet pass 
to sophomore Jen Braillier who finally 
found Gross near the net for the goal, 
putting the Bobcats ahead 9-7. 
Also adding to the Bobcat total was 
junior Lindsay Thomson who had one 
goal and two assists, first-year Bridget 
Meedzen with one goal and one assist, 
junior Caroline Pierce with one goal, 
and junior Joan O’Neil who had two 
goals. O’Neil, last year’s leading scorer, 
didn’t get to finish the game after re¬ 
ceiving a second yellow card late in the 
first half. 
Krueger had an excellent game, 
making nine saves, many of them from 
close range. Junior Jenna Dannis led the 
team once again in ground balls and 
forced turnovers with five and four, re¬ 
spectively. 
Despite three good chances in 
overtime, including an early chance 
from Dannis and a late chance from 
Pierce, the Bobcats were turned away 
by Panther goalie Lily Nguyen who 
recorded 15 saves. The Panther’s win¬ 
ning goal came with a litde over three 
minutes left on the clock when Middle- 
bury’s Sally Ryan scored her fifth goal 
of the game, converting a hard shot 
from close range. 
“Although we didn’t come out on 
top, there is no question that this team 
has incredible potential. Our defense 
played hard for a full 66 minutes and 
our attack generated some great scoring 
opportunities throughout the game,” 
said Krueger. “We have been working 
on midfield transition and it showed. 
In the end, we didn’t capitalize as well 
as we could have and Middlebury took 
advantage of our mistakes,” she added. 
The loss dropped Bates to 0-2 on 
the season and 0-1 in conference play. 
The next game for the Bobcats will be 
this coming Saturday, March 19th at 12 
p.m. on Garcelon Field against NES¬ 
CAC rival Williams (0-1). 
ports » Nordic skiing 
Ruppertsberger and Gill represent Nordic 
ski team at NCAAs 
JENNA DANNIS 
STAFF WRITER 
Last week, two members of the 
women’s Nordic ski team traveled to 
Stowe, Vermont to compete in the 2011 
NCAA Skiing Championships. Bates 
seniors Natalie Ruppertsberger and 
Kirsten Gill capped off impressive sea¬ 
sons and careers at Bates with a strong 
showing at the ski team’s final event 
of the winter. Their efforts helped 
earn Bates its best finish at the NCAA 
Championships in more than a decade. 
On Wednesday, March 9th, Rup¬ 
pertsberger and Gill competed in the 
Women’s 5K Free Technique race, plac¬ 
ing 32nd and 33rd, respectively, out of 
a field of 39 competitors. The Bates 
pair faired much better two days later in 
the 15K Classical Technique Mass Start 
race. Ruppertsberger led the Bates ef¬ 
fort in the 15K Classical, finishing in a 
time of 57:19.2, which earned her 24th 
place out of 39 competitors. Gill fol¬ 
lowed closely behind, crossing the fin¬ 
ish line in 28th place with a time of 
58:28.2. 
The strong perfomances earned 
Bates 16 and 12 team points, respective¬ 
ly, helping the Bobcats alpine and Nor¬ 
dic ski teams to a combined 11th place 
finish out of 21 teams at the NCAA 
Championships. Middlebury was the 
only NESCAC school to finish ahead 
of Bates. This was Bates’ best finish 
since 1998 when they placed ninth. 
The women’s Nordic team gradu¬ 
ates captains Ruppertsberger and Me¬ 
gan McClelland and fellow seniors Gill 
and Ingrid Knowles. The men’s team, 
which did not send a representative to 
the NCAA Championships, holds on to 
all eight of its members. 
Sports » alpine skiing 
Alpine team leads skiers to best finish since 1998 
CAROLINE O'SULLIVAN 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
The alpine ski team had a fantastic 
performance at the 2011 NCAA Ski¬ 
ing Championship in Stowe, Vermont 
March 9th-12th. The alpine team, in 
combination with two members of the 
women’s Nordic team, finished in 11th 
place out of 21 teams, the ski team’s 
highest placing since 1998. 
The men’s team first competed on 
Wednesday, March 9th, in the giant sla¬ 
lom event. Junior Bump Heldman led 
the way for the men, placing 11th out of 
34 racers. His time of 2:03.90 was just 
one hundredth of a second shy of the 
10th place finisher and All-American 
status. Senior Ben Manter had a wildly 
fast second run of 1:00.79 for a com¬ 
bined time of 2:04.86, good enough for 
19th place. Senior John Canney, Bates’ 
third and final representative from the 
men’s team, came in 27th place with a 
time of 2:07.35. It was Canney’s first 
NCAA championship appearance. 
In the men’s slalom on Saturday, 
March 12th, Canney placed 15th with 
a time of 1:46.92 and Manter followed 
closely behind placing 17th with his 
time of 1:47.11. Heldman did not fin¬ 
ish. 
Senior Micaela Holland represented 
the women’s team, earning 20th out of 
35 competitors in the giant slalom on 
Wednesday, March 9th. She finished 
with an overall time of 2:09.13. In the 
women’s slalom on Saturday, March 
12th, Holland placed 18th with a time 
of 2:01.07. 
The men’s team graduates captains, 
Canney and Manter, along with fellow 
seniors Ross Brockman and August Fe¬ 
lix. The women’s team also graduates 
captains Holland and Lauren McAllis¬ 
ter. 
iiNESCAC Standings 
Women’s Lacrosse 
Team 
Bowdoin 
Colby 
Middlebury 
Trinity 
Tufts 
Amherst 
Bates 
Conn. Coll 
Wesleyan 
Williams 
Conf. 
1-0 
1-0 
1-0 
1-0 
1-0 
0-1 
3 
0-1 
0-1 
Overall 
1-0 
1-0 
1-0 
1-0 
1-0 
0-1 
EAST 
DIVISION 
WEST 
DIVISION 
0-2 
2-1 
0-1 0-1 
Team 
Bates 
Bowdoin 
Colby 
Trinity 
Tufts 
Conf. Overall 
b 
0-0 
0-0 
0-0 
0-0 
*B*1 
0-0 
0-0 
0-0 
0-0 
Team 
Amherst 
Hamilton 
Middlebury 
Wesleyan 
Williams 
Conf. Overall 
0-0 
0-0 
0-0 
0-0 
0-0 
3- 1 
0-0 
0-0 
4- 5 
0-0 
Men’s Lacrosse 
Team 
Colby 
Middlebury 
Trinity 
Tufts 
Wesleyan 
Amherst 
Bates 
Bowdoin 
Conn. Coll. 
Williams 
Conf. 
1-0 
1-0 
1-0 
1-0 
1-0 
0-1 
Overall 
1-0 
1-0 
1-0 
1-0 
3-0 
0-1 
EAST 
DIVISION 
WEST 
DIVISION 
0-1 2-2 
0-1 
0-1 
0-1 
0-1 
1-1 
0-1 
Team 
Bates 
Bowdoin 
Colby 
Trinity 
Tufts 
Conf. Overall 
0-0 4-7 
0-0 
0-0 
0-0 
0-0 
1-1 
0-0 
1-1 
0-0 
Team 
Amherst 
Hamilton 
Middlebury 
Wesleyan 
Williams 
Conf. 
0-0 
0-0 
0-0 
0-0 
0-0 
Overall 
2-2 
0-0 
0-0 
6-5 
0-0 
1 
1 2 3 4 5 
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David Pless ’13, seen here throwing at the Maine State Indoor Championships, won the national championship in the shot put. 
NORA HANAGAN 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
The men’s and women’s track and 
field teams sent three men and two 
women, all for their first time, to the 
NCAA Division III Indoor Track and 
Field Championships this past weekend 
in Columbus, Ohio. The teams returned 
home triumphandy, with three All- 
Americans, a national champion and a 
seventh place overall finish for the men 
out of 66 teams. 
On Saturday, March 12th, sopho¬ 
more Dave Pless made Bates history, 
winning the shot put with a massive 
throw of 56 feet, six inches. Joining 
him as a first All-American in the shot 
put was senior Ethan Waldman with 
his mark of 53 feet, 11.75 inches. Se¬ 
nior captain Chris Murtagh was the 
third Bobcat All-American, claiming 
these honors with a fifth-place finish in 
the weight throw the day before. Pless’ 
throw destroys the previous Bates re¬ 
cord that he set a few weeks earlier, a 
record previously held by Waldman. As 
evidenced in their consistently superior 
performances throughout the indoor 
season, Pless and Waldman have ben¬ 
efited from a great friendship, good 
teamwork and a shared sense of com¬ 
petition. 
Despite both being rookies to the 
meet, Pless and Waldman remained 
calm and composed, both claiming 
spots in the finals after their prelimi¬ 
nary attempts. Pless was seated sixth 
going into nationals and threw his win¬ 
ning throw on his third attempt in the 
preliminary round. He went to finals 
placed third and no one was able to re¬ 
spond to his impressive toss, including 
the No. 1 seed who threw eight feet less 
than his seed distance. 
“Pless got into a great rhythm ear¬ 
ly in his preliminary throw series, and 
I knew it was going to be a good day. 
When he is on, he is on. And that’s what 
he showed everyone out there,” said 
Murtagh. 
Waldman sat in eighth position en¬ 
tering the finals but managed to pass 
two competitors in the finals to claim 
sixth place and his All-American hon¬ 
ors, which are given to the top eight 
finishers. 
Pless is only the sixth Bobcat ever 
to win an event at nationals. The last 
time Bates boasted a national champion 
was when Noah Gauthier ’08 won the 
weight throw title in 2008. 
Pless’ title was not won without an 
unfailing work ethic and diligence. Pless 
chose not to play for the football team 
as he did as a first-year, instead turning 
his focus toward throwing. He even got 
a part-time job bagging groceries during 
the summer to pay for lifting sessions 
with a personal trainer. The sessions 
paid off for the six-foot-five Pless, who 
increased his lifting in all areas by about 
80 pounds, a massive jump that prob¬ 
ably played an important part in his 
drastic improvement from last year. A 
true passion and love for the sport is 
what fuels the young champion, who 
admitted that for him, practices are 
just as fun, if not more enjoyable, than 
meets. Pless also credits his parents in 
a big way. 
“My parents made this happen. 
They’ve always pushed me to do well 
and instilled a great work ethic in me - 
but never in an overbearing way,” Pless 
said. 
His parents were there to sup¬ 
port their son and witness the histori¬ 
cal throw in person, admittedly over¬ 
whelmed with immense pride mirrored 
by head coach A1 Fereshetian. 
“For all, it was their first trip to the 
national championships and for each to 
come back with All-American honors is 
a testament to their hard work and de¬ 
sire,” Fereshetian said. 
In an exciting and extremely com¬ 
petitive preliminary and final round, 
Murtagh had another clutch perfor¬ 
mance finishing with a 62 foot 11.50 
inch effort in his last throw of the 
indoor season. Murtagh entered the 
finals in fifth place but was overtaken 
by two other competitors with just his 
final attempt remaining. Luckily, this 
didn’t daunt the senior captain; it mere¬ 
ly pushed him to do even better. The 
62-11.50 mark would have been good 
enough to win the event last year, surely 
a testament of an increasingly competi¬ 
tive field of Dill throwers. 
Bates has a strong history in the 
event with 17 All-Americans, 12 of 
them men, including Murtagh. 
The three men alone totaled 17 
points, good enough for a top-10 finish 
out of 66 scoring teams. The Bobcats 
tied with conference rival Amherst for 
sixth place, the best placing out of all of 
the New England teams. 
Fereshetian has understandably 
high hopes for the three throwers in the 
outdoor season with the introduction 
of two more events, the discus and the 
javelin, and the switch from weight to 
hammer throw. Murtagh looks poised 
for more big things with two NESCAC 
conference titles in the javelin already 
under his belt. 
Unfortunately, the women didn’t 
manage to convert their performances 
into the same point-earning success 
as their male counterparts. Senior co¬ 
captains Sara Ellen Godek and Dana 
Lindauer were a little disappointed with 
their first ever performances at nation¬ 
als, both failing to match personal re¬ 
cords set earlier in the season. Godek 
placed 15th in the weight throw with 
her best effort of 50 feet, 10.25 inches. 
Godek would have needed to throw 
over 55 feet to make finals. Lindauer 
placed 16th in the 400m dash with her 
preliminary time of 58.81; she would 
have needed to run under 57.65 to com¬ 
pete in the finals. 
At the same time, it’s important to 
put their performances into perspec¬ 
tive. This is the first time a Bobcat run¬ 
ner has made it all the way to nation¬ 
als since 2009. In the weight throw, the 
national cut off raised from 53 feet, 3 
inches to 55 feet, 3 inches, making the 
throw one of the most competitive in 
history. Overall, the women had fantas¬ 
tic seasons, just two highlights of which 
include Godek placing second in the 
weight throw at ECACs and Lindauer 
placing third in the 400m dash at New 
England Division III Championships. 
Their experience this weekend should 
have them hungry for a return to na¬ 
tionals in the outdoor season. 
“The best part about this indoor 
season and this national meet is it sets 
us up for a great outdoor season. None 
of us imagined we’d go to nationals this 
winter, never mind become All-Ameri¬ 
cans,” Murtagh said. 
Both the men and the women will 
take a week off before starting their 
outdoor season at UMaine-Orono on 
Saturday, April 2nd. 
Editor’s Note: Nora Hanagan is a mem¬ 
ber of the Bates track and field team. 
Sports » softball 
Softball poised for strong spring season 
CAROLINE O’SULLIVAN 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
The softball team will escape the 
often dreary Maine March and head 
down to Florida later this week to kick 
off their spring season. The Bobcats 
will have little time to catch their breath, 
playing a total of six games in three days 
as part of the National Training Center 
Tournament. 
The roster remains similar to last 
year’s, losing just one senior, Jean Mc¬ 
Intyre TO. Junior captains Lauren 
Dobish and Leah Maciejewski will lead 
the team, which is mostly comprised of 
juniors. First-year Alayna Garbarino 
is the only new addition to the roster 
this season. The Bobcats are looking 
to improve upon their 2010 overall sea¬ 
son record of 7-25 and are especially 
focused on improving upon their 0-12 
NESCAC record. 
The team will start the season on 
Thursday, March 17th, with games 
against Macalester College and Salve 
Regina University. Bates will then play 
Transylvania University and Knox Col¬ 
lege the following day, before taking 
on Western Connecticut State Univer¬ 
sity and Elmhurst College on Saturday, 
March 19th. The softball team will play 
its first home and NESCAC games of 
the season against Wesleyan in a dou¬ 
ble-header on Saturday, March 26th. 
Baseball wins twice on the road 
ISABEL BALLARD 
STAFF WRITER 
This season the baseball team has 
made it their goal to work harder than 
every team they compete against, an 
objective the Bobcats tried to achieve 
when they headed to Georgia this past 
week to face Oglethorpe University and 
Berry College. With new coach Mike 
Leonard leading the way, the Bobcats 
came away with a 2-3 record in the five 
games they played. 
The game against the Oglethorpe 
Petrels on Thursday, March 10th, was a 
battle as both teams held leads at dif¬ 
ferent points of the game. Bates gained 
a lead in the top of the third with help 
from one of senior Pat Murphy’s four 
steals. Bates was down in the fifth in¬ 
ning after Oglethorpe came out with 
five runs to make the score 6-3. The 
Bobcats fought back with two runs in 
the sixth to tighten the gap, and senior 
Jake Simon hit a three-run home run in 
the seventh to put Bates back in the lead 
8-7. 
The final Bates run was scored in 
the eighth after senior Chris Burke’s 
groundout sent senior Noah Burke to 
third after he stole second. Murphy 
then hit a single which knocked Noah 
Burke home, increasing Bates’ lead 9-7. 
Unfortunately, the Oglethorpe Petrels 
rallied to score three runs in the last 
half inning, winning 10-9. 
“We lost a tough game on Friday 
night.” Said Coach Leonard. “The guys 
did a great job competing the whole 
game. Unfortunately, we couldn’t finish 
out in the ninth,” he added. 
The Bobcats didn’t have much time 
to dwell on the loss as they prepared 
for back-to-back double-headers on 
March 11th and 12th against Berry Col¬ 
lege. The Bobcats split the first double 
header, winning game one 6-2. The 
game was scoreless until Bates scored a 
run each in the fifth and sixth innings. 
Sophomore Ryan Sonberg came out in 
the fifth with a triple, followed by junior 
Mike Ciummei’s sacrifice fly to send 
Sonberg home. Murphy scored the next 
run in the sixth after he walked to first, 
stole second, moved to third on a wild 
pitch and was finally brought home 
when Simon hit a single to put the 
Bobcats up 2-0. Berry came back with 
two runs in the bottom of the sixth ty¬ 
ing the game, but that was all the Vi¬ 
kings would get. Junior Karl Alexander 
pitched a complete game leading Bates 
to the win. 
The second game against Berry was 
a 6-4 loss for Bates. Berry gained a 3-0 
lead in the fourth, but Bates was able to 
tie the game in the top of the fifth with 
three runs of its own. The game was 
again tied 4-4 after the top of the sixth, 
but Berry came out with two more runs 
in the bottom of the inning, securing 
their lead and claiming the win. 
The final day the Bobcats again 
faced the Vikings in a double-header 
and again Bates split the two games, 
winning the first and losing the second. 
The first game was a 3-1 victory with 
Berry managing just five hits against 
three of Bates’ pitchers, while the Bob¬ 
cats knocked out 10 hits. 
Bates trailed 1-0 until the sixth in¬ 
ning when Simon hit a double and came 
home on a balk to tie the game 1-1. 
Also in the sixth, Sonberg tripled and 
came home on a wild pitch to give the 
Bobcats a 2-1 lead. Simon’s RBI single 
in the seventh provided Bates with an 
insurance run and eventually the ‘cats 
claimed the 3-1 win. 
Pitching was key to the victory. 
Sophomore Mike Antonellis played a 
big role, allowing one unearned run, 
four hits and two walks while picking 
up two strikeouts in five innings of 
work. Sophomore Kevin McGregor 
also contributed, pitching an impressive 
two-strikeout “1-2-3” seventh inning. 
Unfortunately the second game was a 
blowout after Berry scored seven runs 
in the second inning, which secured 
their lead and earned them a win. 
Despite the losses, Bates is look¬ 
ing ahead to its ultimate goal. The 
Bobcats have had one thing on their 
mind through preseason and these first 
games: win the NESCAC Champion¬ 
ship. The Bobcats have been putting 
hard work into their games and Leon¬ 
ard credits the senior class for helping 
inspire the team. 
“(The seniors are] leading by ex¬ 
ample and showing what hard work 
looks like,” Leonard explained. “The 
games down in Georgia have given us 
great preparation, and I believe that 
these games will serve as great prepara¬ 
tion for our conference schedule.” The 
conference opener will be at Tufts on 
April 1st. 
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Junior Adam Scharff makes a save 
against Lasell on Saturday, March 
5th. Scharff made a total of 15 saves 
against UNE and Middlebury this week. 
HANK SCHLESS/THE BATES STUDENT 
PAUL LOMBARDI 
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR 
The men’s lacrosse team remains 
undefeated on Garcelon Field after a 
win over the University of New Eng¬ 
land but lost its first conference game 
of the season to one of the top teams in 
Dill, the Middlebury Panthers. 
On Tuesday, March 8th, Bates 
pummeled UNE 10-4 to improve to 
2-0 at home this season. Bates scored 
six times in the first quarter and led by 
a commanding 8-2 count at halftime. 
UNE cut the lead to 8-4 with two goals 
in the third quarter, but Bates tightened 
up on defense in the fourth before scor¬ 
ing two more goals to win 10-4. 
The Bobcats led the Nor’easters 
in virtually every statistic, outshooting 
the away team 36-23 while holding an 
advantage in ground balls and face-offs 
won. Sophomores Rob Highland and 
Dan Hines each scored twice for the 
Bobcats. First-years Frank Tumminello, 
Wylie Leabo and Paul Donovan, sopho¬ 
more Torben Noto and juniors Kevin 
Helm and Reed Brown also scored for 
Bates. 
Bates’ dominating performance 
against UNE did not carry over to their 
next matchup against No. 7 Middle¬ 
bury. The Panthers controlled the game 
from start to finish, walking away with a 
14-6 victory. Bates scored goals in every 
quarter, including three in the third, but 
couldn’t keep up with the high-flying 
Panther offense. Middlebury’s David 
Hild was far and away the best player on 
the field, scoring six goals on 10 shots 
and notching one assist. Six different 
players scored goals for the Bobcats: 
Hines, Brown, senior Rory Cosgrove, 
sophomore Kyle Starr and first-years 
Thomas Livingston and Will Gilkeson. 
Bates’ record now stands at 2-2 and 
0-1 in NESCAC play. Bates’ next game 
will be at Williams on Saturday, March 
19th. 
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